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A Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority

July/ August,1989

·The Politics of Ecology:
Environmentalism, Ecologism, and the Greens

HOW ARD HAWKINS

As

popular movements grow in
response to the mounting ecological
crisis, exactly what the politics of
ecology should be is becoming a matter
of widesread contention. The environmentalism with which we have been familiar-a largely legalistic, lobbying,
reform movement concerning a single
issue in society-is rapidly evolving into ecologism-a multi-issue movement
for fundamental social change based
on a radical outlook on society. The
ecological crisis and the rise of ecologism raises basic questions for radicals.
The evidence for the inherently antiecological nature of capitalism is becoming clearer every day as headlines
cry out about the thinning ozone layer,
the greenhouse effect, worldwide deforestation, toxics, radiation, soil erosion, poisoned groundwaters, dying
oceans, and a massive wave of species
extinctions that has no precedent in the
history of life on Earth. This ecological
crisis is not the passing fantasy of selfindulgent middle-class reformers. It is
a real crisis-and it is a chronic crisis
that will grow and deepen as long as society is structured around a capitalist
system that depends on a competitive
dynamic of endless accumulation. As
we enter the 1990s and look forward to
the next century, the ecological issue is
certain to be at the center of political
debate and radical ecology movements

Ren~ struggle to keep Seabrook closed led to protests
at the site Jtm.e 3 & 4, 1989. ffloto: Jonathan Blake
at the center of social ferment.
The emerging Green movements
around the world have the potential to
be the political vehicle for a broad
mobilization of humanity toward a
new, ecological society. For the most
part, they are trying to carry forward
traditional Left and especially New
Left values into an ecological framework. But exactly what this ecologism
should be is a matter of much debate.
The different schools of thought have
different answers to several questions
any radical social theory needs to answer. How can ecologism, which aspires to be a unifying social vision
grounded in an ecological outlook, excontinued on page two

In this issue we present an analysis of
the various trends within the radical
ecology movement in the United
States. Left Green activist Howard
Hawkins provides a context for the development of these trends, and outlines
some of the key questions currently
under debate within the Green movement. Eric Chester reports on the
establishment of a Left Green Network
and highlights specific elements of the
Network's agenda for action. In upcoming issues of the Resist newsletter
we will present alternative viewpoints
on strategies for social change incorporating ecological values. We we/come your comments and suggestions
for future articles.

Ecology
continued from page one

press the concerns of workers, people
of color, feminists, and peace activists
who are focused on exploitation,
racism, sexism and militarism? How
can ecologism integrate these concerns
with those of environmentalists focused on ecological destruction? Who
will be the key social agents of ecological social transformation? How
should the movement organize itself?
What should be its strategy of social
change?
Social ecology, bioregionalism, deep
ecology, ecofeminism, and ecological
Marxism are the ideological schools
offering answers to these questions in
the radical ecology movement. Earth
First!, the Green Committees of Correspondence, and the Left Green Network are the principle U.S. groups that
are trying to give the movement organized expression. But to understand
these schools of thought, we also need
to understand mainstream environmentalism and what is the largest and
fastest growing sector of environmental activism, populist environmentalism.

radical ecology movements today were
radicalized by their frustration with
mainstream environmentalism, epitomized by "The Group of Ten," including the National Wildlife Federation,
the Sierra Club, the Natural Resources
Defense Fund, and others. They are
staff-based organizations with a large,
but passive, mailing-list membership
that supports the staff through donations. The staffs focus on lobbying and
legal action.
Explicitly in the American tradition
of non-partisan pragmatic reform, the
mainstream environmental groups descend directly from the conservation
movement that emerged around the
turn of the century and achieved the
establishment of the first national
parks. They were also at the center of
the second wave of environmentalism
in the 1970s that won federal air and
water legislation. Today they are calling for a ''third-wave environmentalism" that employs market-based incentives for environmental protection.
This idea of market-based incentives is
a theme openly embraced by President
Bush in his proposals for reducing air
pollution.
Radical ecologists criticize mainstream environmentalism for making
compromises with the establishment
and for not recognizing that ecological

Mainstream Environmentalism

Though not radical ecologists in the
sense I am using "ecologism," it is
worth looking at mainstream environmentalism because many activists in

destruction is not simply a result of
mistakes or bad policy that can be corrected within the existing social framework, but is inherent to society as now
constituted. For example, anti-nuclear
activists in movements like the Clamshell Alliance are furious that many of
these so-called environmental organizations will not take a clear stand
against nuclear power. Consternation
often turns to anger as activists learn of
the high salaries that the officers and
staff of the major mainstream environmental groups receive. The last straw is
often when they learn of the interlocking directorates between the boards of
mainstream environmental groups and
corporate polluters-e.g. Dean Buntrock of the Wildlife Federation is also
continued on page four
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Commentary

Toward a Left Green Politics:

The Iowa Conference
ERIC CHESTER

within the Committees of Correspondence, while at the same time establishing the Left Green Network as an independent structure with its own distinct
membership, officers, and newsletter.
While the Network intends to advocate a secular and radical perspective
within the broader Green movement, it
also seeks to focus ecological concerns
within the broad Left. For too long,
leftists have ignored the environment,
viewing these concerns as subsidiary to
more basic conflicts, traditionally
those centering on social class and
economic exploitation. Recently, as the
environmental crisis has deepened, this
rigid orthodoxy has begun to unravel.
The Left Greens seek to further this
process, particularly within activist
coalitions formed on the local level.

The

earth is headed toward the
brink of disaster. As metropolitan
areas choke in smog and traffic, millions of gallons of crude oil cover
previously pristine Alaskan shores,
nuclear power plants and weapons facilities vent radioactive discharges near
large cities, and the world's temperature inexorably rises, leading to drastic
changes in .the earth's climate, it is all
too clear that our ecology is being
systematically destroyed. Yet most of
the environmental movement responds
to each threat on a piecemeal basis,
hoping that limited reforms can stave
off further crises.
This approach is bound to fail. Underlying the entire array of environmental threats is a social and economic
system that emphasizes economic
growth over the quality of life, and
that puts a premium on productive activity that maximizes short-run profits
in total disregard for long term social
consequences. Unless the current market-driven capitalist economy is drastically altered, the environment will
continue to deteriorate, and quickly.
In Europe this analysis has gained
widespread and enthusiastic support
through the Greens. Political parties
along these lines are beginning to gain
mass support in France, Austria, and
Denmark, as well as in West Germany,
the home of the first Green Party. In
the recent elections to the European
parliament, the British Greens won fifteen percent of the total vote. Here in
the United States, where the Left is so
much weaker than in Europe, a Green
perspective remains on the margins of
political discourse, and yet it advances
a set of ideas with a potential to reach
beyond the usual confines of left-wing
politics.
Last April about fifty activists from
around the country met in Ames, Iowa
to initiate a Left Green Network, hoping to develop and disseminate a perspective that combines Green politics
with a consistent anti-capitalist analysis. Most of the participants in the con#217

Bob EngleharVCopley News Service

An Agenda for Radical Change
Within the broader environmental
ference were also active in the Commit- movement, the Left Greens will press
tees of Correspondence (COC), the for a more militant and radical politics.
umbrella organization for Green As a start, the Left Greens stand for
groupings in this country.
the immediate decommissioning of all
Members of the Left Green Network nuclear power plants, and the drastic
propose to formulate a rational, rather · reduction of the military budget, on
than spiritualistic, critique of contem- the order of 900/o, so that the resources
porary society, and to present a pro- freed by this cut could be used to meet
gram pointing toward an alternative vital social needs. The Third World
society based on sweeping changes in debt should be entirely cancelled, and
the real world. The Iowa conference instead the U.S. should be providing
participants tried hard to operate in a the resources needed to allow the
friendly atmosphere, and to avoid a world's population to reach a decent
polemical style of discourse, but there standard of living, without ruining the
were significant differences within the global ecological balance.
group, and there were votes to deterThe conference decided to develop a
mine the organization's position on campaign to extend and sharpen the
these strategic questions.
politics of a series of events planned
One issue in debate was the attitude for the twentieth anniversary of Earth
to be taken toward the Committees of Day in April 1990. Leaflets will be preCorrespondence. Most conference par- pared, and a speaker's bureau will coticipants wanted to continue function- ordinate this intervention within loing within that framework, and saw the cally based environmental coalitions.
potential for a more effective organiza- Left Greens in New England are also
tion. thers were highly skeptical of becoming active in the renewed drive to
fruitful discussions within an arena keep the Seabrook, New Hampshire
characterized by a wide divergence in nuclear power plant from going on
fundamental assumptions, and where a line.
workable procedure for democratically
In addition to environmental condeciding underlying disagreements was cerns, a common point of agreement
also lacking. This debate was conclud- within the Left Greens is a resolute reed by an agreement to create a more or- jection of any form of participation
ganized presence for left-wing politics
continued on page seven
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Ecology
continued from page two

Chairman of Waste Management, Inc.
the largest U.S. landfill operator. The
mainstream environmental groups
compromise and avoid controversy in
order to be effective in lobbying on
their priority issues, and to avoid
alienating funding sources. But it is
just this compromising posture that is
radicalizing for many grassroots environmental activists and leading them
into some form of ecologism.
Populist Environmentalism

The most common route to radicalization, however, is when pollution hits
home, as it did for Lois Gibbs, a victim
of Love Canal, who has since gone on
to organize the citizens Clearinghouse
on Hazardous Wastes. This type of environmental activism stresses street
mobilizations as well as lobbying. Staff
work is focused on community organizing and developing grassroots leadership. The major national organizations
fo this trend, among them Gibbs' Citizens Clearinghouse and the National
Toxics Campaign, are coalitions of
grassroots groups.
This populist environmentalism may
be the fastest growing grassroots movement in the country. It ranges from the
struggles of Black and Latino communities in Los Angelos to prevent the
siting of trash incinerators in their
neighborhoods to the coalition of
American unionists, environmentalists
and German Greens supporting Oil,
Chemical, and Atomic Workers who
are striking against the German chemical giant, BASF. It encompasses the
Southwest Organzing Project in Albuquerque fighting industrial polluters in
a Chicano neighborhood, Vermonters
Organized for Clean-up fighting trash
incinerators and toxic waste sites
across that state. and Black church
people in Warren County, North Carolina organizing civil disobedience to
block a PCB dump in their community. There are literally hundreds of these
grassroots groups fighting the polluters
in all regions of the country.
Though the populist environmental
movement does not embrace any form
of ideological ecologism, it is beginning to move from plain militancy to a
genuinely radical approach aimed at
structural change. These movements
are beginning to ask themselves how to
move from fighting a particular abuse
of a single corporation or government
agency t0 fighting the corporations and
complicitous government agencies as a
Page Four

A coalition of Chicanos, Indians and Anglos is fig..ltting to
save the village of Ll.anito, ~ from an environnental disaster
called CENIBX. (See grants) Photo: Greg Johnston.
whole, or even questioning the system
as such that generates these problems.
One group working in this direction is
the Highlander School in Tennessee
which has been hosting monthly "STP
Schools" (stop-fhe-poisoners, save-theplanet) all this year where activists
from across the country share experiences, analyses, and ideas.
Populist environmentalism encompasses by far the most people who are
grassroots environmental activists. It
also encompassess a class and race
diversity that neither mainstream environmental groups nor the more ideological ecologist trends we shall discuss
below have even approached. The
populist trend is broad because it
enables people to respond to immediate problems in their communities.
While it is clear that a more radical
movement for long-term change is
needed, the ideologically-based approaches have yet to develop a language and style of organizing that can
speak to diverse contituencies.

implications of an ecological perspective were first advanced. Social ecology's basic thesis is that the ecological
crisis, the attempt to dominate nature,
stems from the domination of human
by human, and therefore, the reharmonization of humanity with nature
presupposes a reharmonization of
human with human. Social ecology is
therefore a critique of hierarchical
domination in all its forms, as well as
accumulative capitalism. This analysis
yields a vision of a non-hierarchical
confederacy-a stateless, decentralized, democratic society based on communal ownership of the means of production. Though social ecology found
activist expression among New Leftists
in groups like Ecology Action East in
the late '60s and had some influence
within the anti-nuclear direct action
alliances of the '70s, it was not until the
emergence of the Greens in Europe and
the U.S. that it has achieved a wider influence in the left-wing of the Green
movement.

Social Ecology

Bioregionalism

Turning now to the various ideological ecologisms in the radical ecology
movement that are trying to offer a
comprehensive social analysis and program of change, social ecology is the
oldest form, an ecological perspective
that can be traced to Murray Bookchin's 1964 essay, "Ecology and Revolutionary Thought,'' where the radically anti-capitalist and anti-hierarchical

Bioregionalism is the idea that human societies should be decentralized
and oriented economically and politically toward an ecological adaptation
to the unique qualities of natural biogeographical regions. The idea was
originally popularized by CoEvolution
Quarterly from the mid-'70s on after
the publication of ecologist Raymond
Dassman's essay on "Biogeographical
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Provinces" in 1976, and subsequent
commentary on the political implications of this ecological concept. By
1984 a North American Bioregional
Congress was held, which then met
again in 1986 and 1988. Bioregional activism tends to focus on personal lifestyle change and alternative projects,
often with a spiritual overtone of reverence for the Earth. As such, it is
more of a subculture trying to be an alternative to which it wants people to
repare than a movement confronting
the existing system and trying to transform it. Social ecologists and Left
Greens argue that bioregionalism cannot achieve its worthy goal unless it
challenges capitalism as a centralizing
growth-oriented system.
Deep Ecology

Deep ecology is a term coined by the
Norwegian philosopher, Arne Naess, in a
1973 essay. At one level it simply
means that an ecological outlook has
profound social implications. It is at
this level that most activists who claim
to subscribe to it understand it. Academic deep ecology, as developed by
Naess and his American proteges, Bill
Devall and George Sessions, is premised on two ultimate norms: self-realization for every being and a "biocentric" equality among species. How
to reconcile the self-realization of small
pox viruses and that of their human
hosts, and whether "human interference" in the form of vaccinations is
permissable, is the kind of how-manyangels-on-a-pinhead debates one finds
in academic deep ecology.
In an attempt to reach outside academia, Naess and Sessions have enumerated an eight-point "platform" of
deep ecology which argues for reducing
human population, reducing human
interference in the non-human world,
and reducing human standards of living-instead learning to appreciate
''dwelling in situations of inherent
value.'' But the platform contains no
theory of the state, capitalism, cultural
and technological evolution, or the
social roots of population dynamics. In
practice, academic deep ecologists tend
to preach Malthusian doom about population, condemn "industrialism,"
and moralize about the evils of ''consumerism.'' Grassroots ''deep ecologists'' tend to be lifestyle and spiritually oriented, with those in Earth First!
also involved in civil disobedience and
sabotage in •defense of wild areas.
#217

Earth First!

Earth First! was initiated by conservationists who were frustrated with the
compromising deals made by the mainstream environmentalists. Earth First!
has no formal structure of accountability, which allows its de facto
leadership around its journal, Earth
First!, to set the ideological tone for
the movement. The leadership claims
adherance to deep ecology, with a
particular emphasis on a Malthusian
view on the population question. Earth
First! has carried articles praising
AIDS as a form of population control.
Dave Foreman, publisher of Earth
First!, has called for closing off immigration from Mexico to protect
American wilderness (as if Mexicans,
not corporate developers are strip mining, clear cutting, and strip developing)
and for ''letting nature take its
course,'' for example, by letting Ethiopians starve instead of sending them
food. The late Ed Abbey, whose novel
The Monkey Wrench Gang inspired
the idea of Earth First!, resorted in at
least two publications to explicit culturally and even biologically racist arguments in calling for keeping Latinos
out of the U.S.
Ecofeminism

Ecofeminism shares with social ecology the understanding that social domination and the attempt to dominate
nature are related, and it stresses the
role that the women's movement can
play in bringing about peace and ecological harmony. As an activist movement, it flowered in the late '70s and
early '80s as women in the anti-nuclear
alliances formed their own affinity
groups and organized their own actions
including the Women's Pentagon Actions. In recent years, while organized
ecofeminist activism has subsided, two
ideological wings have emerged which
are parallel to the deep/social
ecological division in the larger ecology
movement. One wing of ecofeminism
is spiritually oriented, focused on personal transformation. The other, social
ecofeminism, insists that ecofeminism
needs to address economic and class
issues both in theory and in collective
action in opposition to hierarchical
society.
Ecological Marxism

Rather than critically and selectively
incorporating particular aspects of
Marx's critique of capitalism into an
Resist Newsletter

ecological perspective, these theorists
want to add an ecological aspect to
their theory of capitalist economic
crisis. Andre Gorz has tried to add
ecological aspects to a Neo-Marxian
view that is oriented toward the new
social movements rather than the traditional working class. Jim O'Connor is
also addressing environmental issues
within a Marxist framework, but with
more emphasis on the working class as
agents of social transformation. Ecological Marxism has no organized expression, however, other than the new
journal, Capitalism, Nature,
Socialism, that O'Connor and his colleagues have started.
The Greens
If the radical ecology movement is

going to address the roots of the ecological crisis, it is going to have to be
integrated with social movements for
peace, freedom, and justice in a muliissue movement for fundamental social
change. Single-issue oriented radical
ecology groups like Earth First! and
the North American Bioregional Congress have their place. But among the
organizations of the radical ecology
movement, it is only the Greens who
aspire to provide the multi-issue framework that is required. The Green Committees of Correspondence (CoC) is a
network of some 200 local Green
groups across the U.S. These groups
are active in a wide variety of community struggles, alternative projects,
public education, and (usually independent) electoral politics.
There are currently three tendencies
within the Greens. The New Age
Greens, who have been numerically
dominant on the national staff of the
CoC, battle "industrialism" rather
than capitialism, and "consumerism"
rather than decisions made at the point
of production that determine the
choices consumers have. In practice,
New Age Greens adhere to strict consensus process and a spiritual orientation.
Progressive Greens are oriented toward left-liberal coalition politics and
such organizations as the National
Rainbow Coalition and Democratic
Socialists of America. Most adherents
to this perspective view "Green" as a
metaphor for the environment, as one
more issue to add to their programmatic laundry list, rather than as a
comprehensive political outlook.
continued on page six
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Ecology
continued from page Jive
The Left Greens have organized a
Left Green Network (see Eric Chester's
commentary, page 3) to advance their
views within the Green movement, the
Left and the grassroots movement.
These views include independent politics, anti-capitalism, and social ecology. The Left Green Network presently
includes activists from a variety of left
organizations in addition to the Greens
including the Socialist party, Solidarity, the I. W.W., and the Catholic
Worker movement, as well as many
independent leftists looking for an organizational home. Its members include Canadians, Mexicans, and Caribbeans as well as Americans. They come
from both anarchist and independent
socialist backgrounds, from both
social ecology and ecological Marxist
ideological orientations.
Confronting the Key Questions
While it is not possible here to
discuss all the issues in dispute in the
radical ecology movement, it might be
useful to touch on four key questions
that ·have emerged within the Greens,
and suggest, from a Left Green Perspective, how they ought to be resolved.
The Left Greens contend that unless
the ecology movement projects an alternative to growth-oriented capitalism
(and whatever one chooses to describe
growth-oriented East bloc social systems) it is not really dealing with the
roots of the ecology crisis. The strong
anti-Leftism of Charlene Spretnak and
Fritjof Capra's Green Politics, which
was the first popular book in North
America about the German Greens and
a sort of manifesto for the New Age
Greens, set a tone within the Green
Committees of Correspondence that
has made it inhospitable at the national
level and in some regions for leftist
Greens. While capitalism is not usually
defended by New Age Greens, leftists
are scolded for bringing up such a controversial question. The Left Green
Network hopes to set an example for
the Green movement as a whole of how
to move forward together on areas of
agreement while continuing to debate
areas of disagreement in a respectful
manner.
A second key issue is around consensus versus majority rule. A nearly immobilizing problem in the Greens today is a dogmatic attachment on the
part of many New Age Greens to consensus decision making for all times
Page Six

and places. Because there are basic di fferences on many questions within the
Green movement, to insist that nothing
happens in the name of the Greens until all agree is, in practice, to insist that
nothing happens. Small minorities thus
block what overwhelming majorities
are ready to undertake. This is not
"consensus," but minority rule, and
anything but democratic. At a regional
Green gathering in Texas, for example,
a resolution in support of gay rights
was vetoed by a single individual. The
Left Greens are arguing that the best
way to have a pluralistic movement
and open debate is to vote when there
is not co.nsensus and to let the majority
position be the organization's official
position, while giving minorities the
right to abstain -from the implementation of such decisions, and to publicly
dissent from them.
A third area of debate concerns
secularism versus spritualism. Many
deep ecologists, bioregionalists,
spiritual ecofeminists and New Age
Greens insist that an "Earth-based
spirituality" is essential to an ecological solution. Social ecologists and
Left Greens call for a separation of
religion and politics. If the Greens are
going to be a broad movement, they
cannot have some spiritual litmus test.
By the same token, Green activists
should not only be entitled to their personal religious beliefs (or lack of
them), but those beliefs should be
respected by everyone concerned. Only
then can the movement achieve the
social and cultural diversity it needs.
As a practical matter, particular spiritual orientations should not be imposed on the movement as a whole, either
in the form of doctrines to which
Greens are expected to subscribe, or of
rituals at movement gatherings in
which members are expected to participate.
Finally, if the Greens are only going
to be another lobby inside the Democratic Party, there is no point in even
forming a Green organization. Though
those Greens who want to support progressive democrats are clearly a
minority within the Green movement,
that minority expresses a tradition of
liberal pragmatism that is the dominant political culture in the U.S. The
pull of electoral coalitions with liberal
Democrats will undoubtedly become
stronger as the Greens grow and the
liberals are compelled to start paying
attention.
Resist Newsletter

For the Greens to attempt to win reforms through the Democrats would
destroy the movement's identity as a
fundamental alternative. But the Democrats are by no means the "only game
in town." Independent Greens have
already been elected to municiple or
county office in Madison and Bayfield
County, Wisconsin, in Iowa City, and
in New Haven. In other races in Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and North Carolina, Green candidates have usually
garnered 10-20% (sometimes substantially more) of the vote in three way
races for local and state office-in
almost every case enough to command
public attention and shift the terms of
political debate.
The content of Green independent
politics will be as important as the fact
of independence if the Greens are to be
a radical alternative that can appeal
across the race and class diversity in
the populist environmental movement.
To do this, the Greens must adopt a
social-ecological approach that links
the environmental movement with the
movements of people of color, women,
workers and peace activists. The
Greens will need a style of work that
accommodates social diversity: a pluralistic secular style, rather than spiritual
proselytizing, and a willingness to decide by a vote when there is not consensus. If the Greens move in these directions they could become the political
framework for a convergence of
movements seeking profound social
change in the United States.
•

Howard Hawkins is a carpenter active
in the Vermont Greens and the Left
Green Network.
Postcript: At a national programatic
conjerence of the Green Committees of
Correspondence held in Eugene, Oregon June 22-25, 80 to 100 participants
met each night to talk with 15 members
of the Left Green Network. At the end
of the conjerence, a draft program for
the CoC was adopted that strongly
supports an independent politics and
anti-Capitalist social/economic programs.
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Commentary
continued from page three

within the two party system. A fundamental transformation of the social
structure is an essential prerequisite to
reversing the continuing destruction of
the environment, but fundamental
change occurs in response to the pressure of militant social movements.
There was general agreement that electoral activity can be a useful adjunct to
direct action, but only when it takes
place through the means of an independent political party that adheres to a
principled program of radical change,
directly linked to grass-roots movements. To further this perspective, the
conference called for a national conference to discuss and promote locally
based independent electoral campaigns.
Ties to the West German Greens
A consistent advocacy of a radical,
independent politics provides the Left
Green Network with an ideological link
to the left-wing of the West German
Greens, the Fundis. Strategic differences within the West German Green
Party have sharpened as the Party
moves from the edge of the political
arena into center stage. As the Greens
consistently win more than five per
cent of the vote, and as the Christian
Democratic constituency is eroded by a
party on the extreme right, these
changing voting patterns make it possible for the Social Democratic Party to
form a ruling majority coalition with
the Greens at the local and state level
of government in some regions of the
country, including West Berlin. Yet the
Social Democratic leadership will only
enter into such coalitions on the basis
of a program of moderate social reforms. To the Social Democratic Party, NATO is a cornerstone of West
German defense against the Soviet
threat, while the Greens were built on
total opposition to military alliances,
and a commitment to a neutral stance
between the two superpowers.
Thus the Greens are immediately
confronted with a difficult choice. Do
they gain a limited access to state
power, at the cost of revising their program of fundamental change to conform to Social Democratic demands,
or do they continue as a radical party,
emphasizing direct action, thereby remaining a party of the opposition. For
the Fundis, entering into a coalition
government is a trap, not an opportunity.
Of course, the entire range of debate
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in the United States is far more limited,
its tenor totally dominated by the corporate center, an excellent example being the recent presidential election between Michael Dukakis and George
Bush. Still, in a pallid reflection of the
German debate, the Left Green Network,s consistent adherence to independent political action corresponds to
the Fundi position on governing in coalition with the Social Democrats. Instead of becoming the environmental
tag to the Jesse Jackson wing of the
Democratic Party, modifying a radical
perspective to fit into a liberal framework, the Left Greens propose to work
toward the formation of a truly independent political party tied to a clear
Green, anti-capitalist program. In the
absence of mass social movements,
radical electoral formations will have a
limited impact, but they can still act as
a focal point for discontent. The Burlington Vermont Greens, a local affiliate of the Left Green Network, recently provided a clear demonstration of
this position by running their own candidate for mayor against the candidate
of the Progressive Coalition, the organizational vehicle for the Bernie Sanders campaign in previous elections.
With the Iowa conference as a starting point, the Left Greens have begun
to establish their own, distinctive
presence. Needless to say, the problems
are many. Given their background in
the Committees of Correspondence,
most conference participants were
white, middle-class, and, male. This
made it difficult to adequately address
issues of racism, sexual oppression, or
economic exploitation, although the
conference did decide to work with
Navajo groups opposing uranium mining on native lands in the Southwest.
The Left Green Network represents
one small nucleus in the potential
revival of a genuine Left. Having
created an organizational form, the
Network needs to open a dialogue with
other groups on the Left who share an
anti-capitalist perspective looking
toward the creation of a society in
which all forms of hierarchy and oppression will be abolished, and who are
also committed to an independent politics based on a vision of radical social
change. The tasks are formidable, but
the Iowa conference marked a good
start.

Eric Chester is an activist in antiintervention movements and the Left
Green Network.
Resist Newsletter

Photo: Friends In Deed: The
Story of U.S. Nicaragua Sister
Cities. Ll.z Otllsen

Grants
continued from page eight

aguan farmers to develop sustainable,
ecologically sound and economically
profitable family based agriculture.
Immediate goals are to send well-prepared North Americans to the cooperative to help build its dairy farm.
The plan is to build the project in incremental steps to avoid creating
financial risk for the Cooperative. At
all times the Nicaraguans will maintain control of the decision-making
process.
In addition to sharing technological
resources with the Nicaraguans, the
project will build a constituency in
the U.S. educated to the conditions in
Nicaragua and the similar conditions
faced by farmers in the U.S.-in particular, the negative effects U.S. government policy has on both groups.
Through its newsletter, Farmer-toFarmer will build relationships with
other peace and justice groups, and
North American farm organizations
working toward the preservation and
development of ecologically sustainable agriculture.
Resist's grant went to postage for
the newsletter.
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The grant reports in this issue
highlight some recently funded projects that either focus on environmental/land-use issues, or are sensitive to these issues within a broader
context.
Florida Coalition for Peace and
Justice, P.O. Box 2486, Orlando, FL,
32802.
This multi-issue coalition, formed
in 1982, has worked on a wide range
of projects from Central American
anti-intervention and solidarity work,
to organizing for the Florida Greeens
conference and a state-wide conference on southern Africa. In the last
year the coalition sponsored a 200
mile peace walk from Cape Canaveral
to Kings Bay, GA to protest deployment of the Trident missile; worked
on a state-wide economic conversion
conference; and began planning for a
1990 summer youth camp that will involve artists, musicians and environmental activists in training young
people for peace work.
Join the Resist Pledge Program
We'd like you to consider becoming
a Resist Pledge. Pledges account for
over 30% of our income. By becoming a pledge, you help guarantee
Resist a fixed and dependable
source of income on which we can
build our grant making program. In
return, we will send you a monthly
pledge letter and reminder, along
with your newsletter. We will keep
you up-to-date on the groups we
have funded, and the other work being done at Resist. So take the
plunge and become a Resist pledge!
We count on you, and the groups we
fund count on us.
___ Yes, I would like to become
a Resist pledge. I'd like to pledge
$ ____ / _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly, 2x
a year, yearly).
___ Enclosed is my contribution
of$ _ __
___ I'm not enclosing my contribution, but please bill me starting
with the next newsletter.
Name
Address
City /State/Zip
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Resist's recent grant went toward
an emergency campaign to call attention to NASA's plans to launch 50
lbs of plutonium 238 on board the
space shuttle this fall. The Atlantis
shuttle (to be launched from the Kennedy Space Center between Oct. 12
and Nov. 22) will carry into orbit the
Galileo inter-planetary space probe.
The plutonium 238 will generate
power to warm the instrument panel
on the probe. In 1990 a second
launch will carry 24 lbs of the substance, said to be the most toxic
material known to science. If ingested, it concentrates in the bone marrow where it induces leukemia; if inhaled, it sticks in the lungs where it
leads to cancer. Any serious mishap
upon launch of the shuttle or in
lower-earth orbit could spread the
plutonium widely over the earth.
The coalition is responding to numerous requests for information
about the NASA plans by producing
a brochure that will expose the direct
links between this initial project and
long-range Pentagon plans to put offensive nuclear weapons in space.

scarce water resources and potentially
dry up area wells, and produce constant noise pollution. The plant was
successfully rejected from the village
of Algodones and from the Santa
Ana Pueblo, but now the town board
of nearby Bernalillo, which wants the
plant but not in their town, has annexed the Llanito site and has rushed
through approval. The Save Sandoval
organization formed to protest water
permits for the plant, appeal the zoning case, and file a nuisance suit on
behalf of nearby residents.
Resist's grant went to produce a
fundraising flyer mailed to 3600 people near the proposed site. A hearing
on the suit was scheduled for July,
and meanwhile, expert witnesses on
air and noise pollution were preparing
their testimony.

Farmer to Farmer, P. 0. Box 303,
Glenwood City, WI 54103.
Farmer to Farmer: A Nicaraguan
Dairy Project, began with a meeting
sponsored by the North American
Farm Alliance and Wisconsin Farm
Unity Alliance. The two organizations
met with the Region VI representative
SEAC/Save Sandoval, Star Route
of the independent Nicaraguan farm
organization, Union Nacional de AgBox 150, Bernalillo, New Mexico,
ricultores y Ganaderos (UNAG).
87004.
The organization of this group of
The Wisconsin farmers learned of the
Latinos, Indians and Anglos, old and need in Nicaragua for increased milk
young, to save a tiny village from a
production in order to provide more
protein for children, old people and
giant sheet rock production factory
those who are ill.
with an 80-foot high smoke stack, is
Wisconsin is Nicaragua's sister
a story of determination and community strength in the face of mindstate under the Kennedy era Alliance
for Peace Program and there are a
less capitalist "progress."
Llanito, a traditional Hispanic vilvariety of other people-to-people prolage, is located next to Santa Ana
grams, but no other group was adPueblo Indian land in a part of New
dressing this issue. Members of the
Mexico known for its spectacular
Wisconsin groups traveled to Nicaragbeauty. The Rio Grande valley can be ua to continue the dialog, and after
seen for 30 miles around, and nearby several months, selected the 24 family
is the Coronado monument, the beIdelfonso Montoya cooperative near
ginning of Spanish and European set- Matiguas, for a sister-to-sister retlement in the United States. Local
lationship that would enable newly
photographer and filmmaker Danny
landed farmers in Nicaragua to beLyon has chronicled the stories of the come more economically independent.
people in the area, the unique archiFarmer-to-Farmer, formally estabtecture, Spanish and Indian culture,
lished in January of this year, has
and beauty of this valley.
found that small farmers in the two
For two years, the community has
countries share similar problems such
been fighting plans by the Centex
as low commodity prices, high indebtcompany to build a wallboard plant
edness, overuse of chemicals, destruction of the environment and the enin the area. The massive industrial
complex would destroy the view of
croachment of corporate agriculture.
The group hopes to work with Nicarthe Rio Grand Valley, spew pollutants across nearby Indian land, use
continued on page seven
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